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still a firm favourite with Finance Ministers of every party, one of
the richest and most enduring jewels in our fiscal crown.
Harcourt carried the Budget through the Commons almost single-
handed, and plumed himself on never having resorted at any stage
to the closure. Some of his colleagues who " also had claims to the
time of the House of Commons " were a little galled by his forbear-
ance. For Asquith's own parliamentary burdens were by no means
light. In a single week towards the end of April he introduced a
Welsh Disestablishment Bill and a Factories Bill, besides joining in
debates on other matters. Want of time prevented either of these
measures from being proceeded with in the current session. Outside
Parliament he was strenuously engaged in administrative Home
Office reforms. Yet he found time to speak in the country, and m
June his intervention and arbitration settled a cab strike.
m
Although the Government's majorities had been dwindling and
its fall could not long be delayed, the legislative programme
announced in the Queen's speech at the beginning of 1895 was a
heavy one. Bills dealing with Welsh Disestablishment, Irish
Land, Plural Voting, and Local Option were only a few of those
foreshadowed in the Address. An effort must, it was thought, be
made to liquidate the pledges of Newcastle. The House of Lords
was certain to obstruct and might altogether frustrate this
endeavour. It was none the less incumbent on the Government to
invite the democratic Chamber to affirm the measures to which it
was committed, leaving to the Peers the responsibility, and it was
hoped the odium, of rejecting them.	^
The Government emerged with credit from the debate on the
Address. It secured the rejection successively of three important
amendments, and claimed to have received from the House three
votes of confidence. On two of these amendments Asquith was the
principal Government spokesman. One of these concerned the
dynamiters. The other, which was moved by Chamberlain, was to
the effect that the,time of Parliament should not be occupied in the
discussion of " measures which there was no prospect of passing
into law, while proposals involving grave constitutional changes have
been announced on which the judgment of Parliament should be
taken without delay."
The speech in which Asquith, rising immediately after Chamber-
sat down, replied to him was among the best debating speeches

